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About Us

MZSPL began operations in June 2016. 

We offer research & consulting services in 

Energy & Water Sector and Climate 

Change Adaptation and Mitigation. 

MZSPL’s solutions cut across other sectors 

of the economy like the industrial, 

agriculture, commercial, residential, 

transport and municipality

Our Mission:

Smart and sustainable

energy solutions for all.
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INPUT-OUTPUT MODELS

 An input/output table quantifies the transactions 

between sectors in an economy.

 It’s a “snap-shot” of the economy for a one-year 

period.

 By understanding these linkages, we are able to 

predict how a change in one sector will affect the 

other sectors.

Multipliers can be estimated - Multipliers measure 

total change throughout the economy from one unit 

change for a given sector.



Basic Input-Output Logic
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Regional Input-Output Models
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Impact Analysis Using I/O Models
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Input Output Model Impacts
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Multiplier models:  how they work ... 

... Secondary effects:

increase in supply of inputs (standard input-output 
multipliers)

Secondary effects: spending by households

Factor income payments for factor services supplied 
(stemming from primary effects)

Spending out of income by households

Further secondary (i.e. multiplier) effects:

Output effects

Income effects



Multiregional IO models

 For a country made up of several regions, any exogenous change in one 

region can be expected to have ramifications not only within the region 

(state, in this example) where the activity takes place, but also in other 

states.

 The one region of interest was essentially “disconnected” from the rest of 

the country within which it is located, in the sense that its production 

recipes are reflected in an intraregional matrix.

 This concept can also be expanded for multiple countries as we shall 

demonstrate in the subsequent slides.



Multiregional IO Models: Hypothetical 

example

For purposes of illustration, we consider a two-region economy. Using r 
and s, as before, for the two regions, let there be three producing 
sectors (1, 2, 3) in region r and two (1, 2) in region s. Suppose that one 
has information for region r on both intraregional flows, zij

rr , and 

interregional flows,zij
sr . There will be nine of the former and six of the 

latter. Suppose, further, that the same kind of information is available 
on the use of inputs by firms located in region s,zij

rs and zij
ss. This 

complete table of intraregional and interregional data can be 
represented as:

Z =
zrr zrs

zsr zss



Multiregional IO table for hypothetical 

example in expanded form

Selling Sector

Purchasing Sector

Region r Region s

1 2 3 1 2

Region r
1 z11

rr z12
rr z13

rr z11
rs z12

rs

2 z21
rr z22

rr z23
rr z21

rs z22
rs

3 z31
rr z32

rr z33
rr z31

rs z32
rs

Region s

1 z11
sr z12

sr z13
sr z11

ss z12
ss

2 z21
sr z22

sr z23
sr z21

ss z22
ss



Layout of the 2005 Asian International 

Input-Output Table



What is a SAM?

 A Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) is a square matrix that builds 
on the input-output table - but the SAM goes further

 A SAM considers not only production linkages, but tracks 
income-expenditure feedbacks (including institutions )

 Each “transactor” (such as factors of production, households, 
enterprises, the government and the ROW) has a row and a 
column – double entry national income accounting (row 
totals therefore equal to corresponding column total)

 A SAM is a consistent data system that provides a snapshot of 
the economy in a given year

 Note that the SAM reconciles data from different sources and 
we often talk about the SAM as consisting of two 
corresponding layers: the Macro-SAM and the Micro-SAM



Why Build SAMs? 

 SAM helps to understand the interactions of macro policy 
and I-O production structure as well as economic 
interactions between sectors and institutions of the 
economy and rest of the world (ROW). 

 SAM Provides the framework (or accounting device ) in 
which to organize structural and institutional data 
(households, firms and government). 

 SAM can be supplemented with satellite tables to provide 
flexibility, yet consistent framework for socio-economic 
analysis.

 It can be used as the basis for simple modelling under 
certain assumptions.
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Economy wide circular flow
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Example of Circular Flow of Income 

and Expenditures
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SAM-based multiplier models

- Aim is to capture the circular flow of income: producers to 
consumers and vice-versa.

- We need to distinguish between endogenous and       
exogenous accounts

- Exogenous transactions: usually defined as the income and 
outlays of government, capital investment and rest of the 
world

- Endogenous transactions: usually the production, factor and 
institution (households) accounts – capturing the circular 
flow of income



20 Unique features of SAM 

Description

- Useful snapshot of economic structure

Construction

- Good organizing framework

- Draws together data from disparate sources

Basis for modelling

- Data for calibrating macro and macro-meso models

- Multiplier models capture structural features 

- CGE models, microsimulation, etc.
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Table 1: A Basic Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) 
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Table 2. SAM: Endogenous and Exogenous Accounts 
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SAM-based modelling

Multiplier models (fixed price models)

- many examples in development economics

- decomposition analysis is prominent

CGE models (flexible price models)

- many examples in development economics

- trade, income distribution and poverty analysis

Pros and cons between multiplier and CGE models

- former are a special case of the latter

- advantages and disadvantages of both approaches

• multiplier models offer simple insights and transparency

• CGE attempt to capture more endogenous behaviour
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Multiplier decomposition

Fixed price multipliers

Pyatt-Round (P-R) multiplier decomposition

M1:  within-group effects

M2 : cross-group effects

M3 : between-group effects

Stone additive decomposition

1  ( )dy I C dx Mdx

     1 2 1 3 2 1      M I M I M I M M I M M

3 2 1M M M M
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Pyatt-Round decomposition: an extension

- aim is to show how the P-R decomposition can achieve the D-T 
decomposition objectives

- the method shows the contributions to an element of the   total multiplier, 
mij due to different paths

- consider impact on income of HH i of unit increase in 
output of activity j 

- instead we form an ‘rAs’ transform based on              and 

. 3. . 2. 1. .
ˆ ˆ

IP ij II i IP PP jM m M m

. 3. . 2. 1. .IP ij II i IP PP jm m M m

3. .II im 1. .PP jm
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Defourny-Thorbecke (D-T) decomposition

- argued that P-R has operational limitations: i.e. difficult

to identify what are the important paths (loops) in the 

process

- use structural path analysis based on graph theory

- computes every conceivable loop in following through an 

exogenous injection and its resultant impact on 

endogenous accounts

- requires software to compute and rank all path

multipliers (Direct influence, Total influence, Global

influence)

- example based on SAM for Korea  (EJ 1984)



Reflecting on fixed price multiplier models

Advantages

Relatively simple to comprehend

Simple to compute (Excel, spreadsheet)

Based on structural features exhibited by base SAM

Disadvantages

Responses at the margin might differ from those on average

Bottlenecks will mean multiplier effects are overestimated

Price effects might also mean effects are overestimated

Limited endogenous behaviour will mean effects are 
underestimated



28 SAMs: current work and in prospect

SAM construction

- mathematical balancing methods have predominated

- more work needed on basic surveys and data assembly

Design of SAMs

- current work on multipliers and the Stone phenomenon

- indicates that there is an ‘optimal’ design for 

distributional analysis

Environmental extensions

- environmental and satellite SAMs show much promise



Thank You

Email- pkdadhich@megazingsolutions.com

Website- www.megazingsolutions.com

mailto:pkdadhich@megazingsolutions.com
http://www.megazingsolutions.com/
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The Leontief coefficients

Leontief, the innovator of input-output analysis, uses a special production function which 
depends linearly on the total output variables xi. Using Leontief coefficients aij, we may 
manipulate our transactions information into what is known as an input-output table:

:

or



Next step

Rewriting finally yields
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One more step

denote the total output vector, the final demand vector, the unit matrix and the 
input-output matrix, respectively.

Introducing matrix notation, we can see how a solution may be 
obtained. Let
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Key result



SAM equations

Production Account: Q + M + TI = U + F + I + X + G

Consumption Account: U + V + TB = Q + D + H

Capital Accumulation Account: I + D + L + B = S + SG + SF

“Rest of World” Account: X + H + SF = M + O + L

Government Account: G + P + SG = T + B + TB + TI

Household Account: P + W = F + T + S + O

Value Added Account: V = W
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More applications of multiplier analysis ...

Ghana

- example of the Pyatt-Round decomposition to examine  
structure, using Stone additive method

- confirmed the Stone phenomenon

Korea

- Defourny-Thorbecke structural path analysis

- indirect effects may produce significantly larger impacts than 
direct (elementary) paths



36 More applications of multiplier analysis ...

Indonesia

- Keuning & Thorbecke used SAM multiplier analysis to 

trace through effects of government budget retrenchment   

(i.e. negative effects)

- ten household groups, effects on income distribution more 

sensitive to exogenous shocks

- also build in loss of imputed benefits due to reduction in   

health and education


